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1. INTR~~LJI~~~x 
Bruhat orders are partially ordered sets which arise in the study of 
semisimple algebraic groups, where they describe the inclusion relationships 
of certain subvarieties. These orders have played a central role in recent 
work Kazhdan and Lusztig 1121 in representation theory and of Seshadri 
and co-workers in algebraic geometry 1131. They have also caught the 
interest of several combinatorialists recently, including Stanley [ 19 I. In this 
paper we study many of these orders from a combinatorial viewpoint, and 
obtain two combinatorial results which have algebraic geometric conse- 
quences. We also show how one of our combinatorial constructions is related 
to a famous construction of Young’s in Lie representation theory. 
We shall be concerned mainly with the “classical” Bruhat orders, although 
one preliminary result does hold more generally. Classical Bruhat orders are 
Bruhat orders arising from the classical semisimple algebraic groups SL,, 
SO 2nl I? SP2n: so,,* There are three infinite families of them, denoted A, 
BC, and D. The first main result of this paper is to provide descriptions of 
these partial orders in terms of tableaux with integer entries. These 
descriptions permit the direct comparison of any two elements of one of 
these orders, which is not possible with the original definition of Bruhat 
order. The tableau description for type D orders is new, whereas the tableau 
descriptions for orders of types A and BC have apparently only existed 
before in Indian algebraic geometry folklore. 
Lexocographic shellability is a property which was defined for finite 
partially ordered sets by Bjijrner as a condition sufficient to imply that the 
simplicial complex of chains of a partially ordered set is shellable 131. It is 
:‘: The results in this paper constitute part of the author’s doctoral thesis written under the 
direction of R. P. Stanlcy at MIT. 
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known that the shellability of this complex in turn implies that a certain 
commutative ring associated to the partially ordered set, the Stanley-Reisner 
ring, has the Cohen-Macaulay property. The second main resuit of this 
paper is to prove that all of the classical Bruhat orders are lexicographica!iy 
shellable. thus extending a theorem of Edelman 191. Our result has bee? 
applied by DeConcini and Lakshmibai to show that certain embeddings of 
certain projective varieties arising in algebraic geometry’ are arithmeticaliy 
CohenMacaulay and arithmetically normal 15 i. 
Two other results concern appearances of Bruhat orders in Lie represen-. 
tation theory and algebraic geometry. The first uses the tableau description 
of orders of type A to confirm a conjecture of Lusztig concerning the arrays 
of dimensions of intersections of flags of subspaces in specified relative 
positions. This yields the second of the two applications of combinatorics to 
algebraic geometry that were alluded to above: We obtain a more direct 
description of the Bruhat orders of type A in their original contexts: that of 
Schubert varieties in flag manifolds. The second result describes the 
relationship between the tableaux obtained here to describe the orders of type 
A and the tableaux employed by Young in his description of representations 
of the special linear group. , 
This paper is organized as follows. After giving the necessary definitions 
and an example in Section 2: we depict all Bruhat orders on Weyl groups 
with weights of representations in Section 3. This result is used to describe 
the classica. orders with n-tuples of integers in Section 4. Section 5 contains 
the derivation of the tableau descriptions. The lexicographic sheliability of 
the classical orders is then deduced in Section 0 as virtually a corollary in 
the tableau descriptions and the proofs of the tableau descriptions. 
Applications of the lexicographic shellability theorem, including a brief 
account of DeConcini’s and Lakshmibai’s work, are discussed i.n the latter 
part of Section 6. Sections 7 and 8 present the results mentioned above 
concerning the conjecture of Lusztig and the reiationship of the tableaux 
obtained here to the tableaux employed by Young. 
The term “poset” stands for “partially ordered ser.” If x and y are 
e!ements of a poset P such that x < z < ~3 implies that z equals x or J. ihen 
wc say that JJ cmers x in P. 
Notation. iit ] := j 1, 2,...: n), *InI := (-n, --n $- I...., -1: I: 2:...: .Qi. 
The Bruhat partial order is defined on the eiements of the Weyi grnu]? 
associated to the semisimple algebraic group. (More generally, Bruhat orders 
can be defined on Coxeter groups. There are only a few ini& Coxeter groups 
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which are not Weyl groups. We consider only Bruhat orders arising from 
Weyl groups.) It is possible to characterize a Weyl group as a finite group 
with it designated generators si, 1 < i < n, whose presentation with respect to 
these generators has the form 
(Si : si’ = e, (SiSjy%i = e, where mij E {2: 3: 4,6)). 
An irreducible Weyl group is one which cannot be expressed as the direct 
product of two smaller Weyl groups. The three infinite families of classical 
irreducible Weyl groups are denoted with the letters A, BC, and D. Ignoring 
designated generators, these three infinite families can be simply described. 
The Weyl groups of type A,-, can be depicted with n x n permutation 
matrices (symmetric group, order n!), of type BC, with “signed” permutation 
matrices (hyperoctahedral group, order 2”n!), and of type D, with “signed” 
permutation matrices which have an even number of negative ones (order 
2”- ‘n!). 
For any Weyl group W of rank n and any subset JL -In], the parabolic 
subgroup W, is defined to be (sj: j E J). The set of left cosets: or coset 
space, W/W, is denoted WJ. 
Bruhat orders are defined on the coset space WJ as well as on Weyl 
groups W, but we must first define the Bruhat orders on Weyl groups. Any 
element w E W can be expressed w = si, ..a si2si,. Define the length of IV, 
l(w), to be the smallest such k possible. Any conjugate t of a designated 
generator, t = wsi w - ‘, is called a reflection. 
DEFINITION. The Bruhat partial order on a Weyl group W is the partial 
order defined by 
(i) The unique maximal element is the identity e. 
(ii) For two elements w, w’ of W, the relation w < w’ holds iff there 
exist reflections t ,,..., t, such that w = tk ... t,t, w’ and l(ti+, ... t, w) > 
l(ti * * - t, w) for 1 < i < k. 
This definition is the order dual of the usual one, i.e. normally e is the 
unique minimal element. We have reversed this convention for the sake of 
much nicer notation in the future. Note that as a result, M! < HJ’ implies 
I(w) > I(w’). All of this is relatively harmless, since the Bruhat orders are 
self-dual ] 191. 
Given JG [n], it is known that each element w E W has a unique 
.I expression w = w w,, where l(w) = I(w=‘) + I(wJ), w, E W,, and )v=’ is the 
unique element of wWj of minimal length. Thus by ignoring the w, part of 
each element in a coset in WJ, we can identify each coset in WJ with an 
element of W in a natural way. The Bruhat order on WJ is defined to be the 
induced order under this identification. We will use this subset of W to 
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depict WJ rather than the cosets themselves. Henceforth the term Bruimf 
pose: shall refer to any Bruhat order defined on a finite Weyl group W or 
coset space WJ. The term irreducible Bruhat poset shall refer to a Bruhat 
poset defined on any W or W’ = W/W, for which W is irreducible. 
?Iotation. Let CY be an irreducible Weyl group of rank n and the type X. 
X E (A, BC, Di. If JC \/?I: set JC = [n] -J. The statements of our results 
always require the set JC rather than the set J. Hence we shall let X,,(Y) 
denote the irreducible Bruhat poset WJ. If Jc = {ji. then X,,(.j) sha!l denote 
the poset W’. 
EXAMPLE. It is well known that A,-,(j) can be described as tht: set. OF 
all j-tuples a = (a,), such that 1 < a, < a2 < ... < aI < tl. with a < b iff 
a! < h, ?.... a,i < bj. This poset is the distributive lattice denoted t(/? n - j) by 
Stanley in [ 191. In algebraic geometry, it is the poset of Schubert 
subvarieties in the Grassmannian variety [ 191. In Lie representation theory. 
it is the poset of weights of the jth exterior power of the natural represen- 
tation of sI(n: :C). And in combinatorics: it is the poset of partitions of 
integers into j or fewer parts, each part no longer than n -j. 
3. DEPICTION OF BRWAT ORDERS WITH WEIGHTS OF REPREsENI’A1‘IoNs 
In this section we present a useful preliminary proposition, already 
known to some researchers: which depicts the Bruhat orders with certain 
weights of representations of semisimple Lie algebras. This depiction 
facilitates some computations with Bruhat orders and will be used in future 
papers 114 ] as well as in Section 4. 
We assume familiarity with the theory of weights of representations oi 
semisimple Lie algebras [IO]. Let H be the Cartan subalgebra of a compiex 
semisimple Lie algebra 9 of rank n and fix a set of positive rooz @ ’ in I-l’;%. 
Denote the inner product on HT with (., .) and let (A, a) = 2(i., cx)/(a: ~1). 
Denote the action of an element M: of the Weyl group on a weight j. E !i? by 
WI.. Denote the fundamental weights by &, where 1 < i < .v. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let W be the Weyl group qf a complex semisimple Lie 
ulgebru g of raniz n. Let ;1= Cr , mi;li, mi > 0, be a dominant weight j;ir g 
in H& and let Jr = ii: mi > 0). DeJine P to be the poset consisti!lg of the 
weights v&, $1: E W, with order generated by the relations u.? < ~2 # 
~4 - ui. = k-a: where a is a positice root und k > 0. Then P is isornorphi’c to 
the Bruhat order WJ. The unique maximal element odf P is I.. 
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Remark. The lattice of weights in Hg is often endowed with an order 
given by ,U < v iff u -p is a non-zero sum of positive roots. Thus the theorem 
almost states the the set of weights in the orbit W ordered by the usual 
ordering of weights is just WJ. However, for UA < CA to imply u < u, we’must 
also require that u,I and v,I be related by a sequence of weights MG. whose 
successive differences are positive multiples of positive roots. The example 
A,, A=&+&. shows that this additional requirement is necessary. 
Deodhar 1221 has studied this discrepancy between these two possible order 
on W?.. 
The first of the following lemmas is equivalent to Lemma 8.10 of Berstein 
et al. 121: and the second is Lemma 3.5 of Deodhar 16 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let u be any positive root and let t be the corresponding 
reflection. Then a E IV@’ ijf l(tw) > l(w). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let w E Wand w’ E WJ. Then w < w’ iff the w’ part of w 
is ,< w’. 
Proof of Proposition 3. The stabilizing subgroup of W at h is exactly 
W,, so the map w + ~2. is a bijection between W’ and the orbit of ?, under 
W. 
The order relations u < v if u = tc and Z(U) > Z(t!) generate the order on 15’. 
Let a be the positive root corresponding to t. Lemma 3.1 implies u E v@+. 
Therefore (VI, a) > 0. Now ~1 = VA - (~1, CZ)~ implies (VI,, a) > 0. Hence 
uJ. < EL in the partial order P defined on the orbit WA. 
Conversely, suppose that v;l - ~3, = ka with a a positive root and k > 0. 
Consider the line vl + aa, where a is real. At most two points on this line 
have norm I! v,I 11 = 11 ui II = (1 tvL 11, w h ere t corresponds to a. This implies that 
ul = tvA = VA - (VA, a)a. Therefore (v;l,cr) > 0. So CY E v@‘, and 
Lemma 3.1 implies Z(tv) > Z(v). Hence to < z’. Now L; E W’, and u is the W’ 
part of TV. Hence Lemma 3.2 implies that u < c’ in WJ. 
4. n-TUPLE DESCRIPTIONS OF CLASSICAL ORDERS 
Here we use Proposition 3 to obtain descriptions of the classical Bruhat 
orders of n-tuples and 2n-tuples of integers. This can also be done directly 
from descriptions of the classical Weyl groups [ 19 1, but the method used 
hcrc is faster and more precise. This way also has the advantage of explicitly 
retaining the connection with semisimple Lie algebras, which will be 
exploited in a future paper I14 1. First we list the positive roots and 
fundamental weights for Lie algebras of types A, C, and D. 
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A n-l’ Positive roots: -37, + e,i, I < i < j < n. 
Fundamental weights: Izi = (-i/n)[e, + =a. + e n-ij i- [(a - ij/n]!e,r-i !., + .ee 
-/-err], l<i<n--1. 
C. Positiveroots:-ei+qi, l<i<j<n;e+ej, l<i<j<u. 
Fundamental weights: ,Ii=e,, ii., +e,,..i+2+ .I. +e,, ! <i<it. 
D. Positive roots:-e, f ei, I < i < j< n; ei -+- Ej, I ,< i < j,< n. 
Fundamental weights: IZi=e,-,+, +egpi+* $ . . . +cil, 3 <i,<~. 
/I +, =4(-e, i-e, i- ... i- e.,), 
A, = j(e, f e2 + ..a + e,). 
‘The action of a Weyl group on a weight space is generated by reflections 
with respect to the positive roots. Both of the root systems Bn and C,, 
generate the same Weyl group BC,; we will use the fundamental weights of 
type C because they have nicer coordinates that those of type B. For the 
classical root systems, the possible effects on the coordinates (rc!, G 1 ?..,T “!! j 
of a vector in the weight space from reflecting with respect to a. positive root 
are 
Root ---ei L e,,, i < j; (Switch): Sij(a) = b: 
h, = qi if ,k z j 
= ai If k =.i’ 
= a, otherwise. 
Root e,; (Negate): Ni(a) = b, 
6, = - ai ifk-i 
- ak otherwise, 
Root e, -f- qj, i < j: (Switch-Negate): SNi,j(a) = b, 
I?, = -clj ifk==i 
= --(Ji if k=J 
- ak otherwise 
A “permutation of an n-tuplc” is an n-tuple obtained by rearranging the 
components of the original n-tuple. “Signed permutation of an n-tuplc” shah 
mean the same thing, except that the signs of the components may be 
changed as well. The notation p’qj . .I yk denotes the n-tuple 
(p7 ..,. p: q ,...: r ).... I-), where n := i -t j -+- . . . -+ k. 
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PROPOSITION 4A. Let J’ = {j,,j2 ,..., j,} with n - 1 >j, > j, > ... > 
j,, > 1. The Bruhat order A,-,(J’) is isomorphic to the poset of all permuta- 
tions of the n-tuple e = On--.illjl-j2 . . . mim with order-generating relations 
Si,i(a) < a, i < j, a, < a,i. The maximal element is the n-tuple e. 
PROPOSITION 4BC. Let JC = (jI, j2,...: j,} with n > j, > j, > 0.. > 
j,, > 1. The Bruhat order BC,,(J’) is isomorphic to the poset of all signed 
permutations of e = On-.il IJl-j2 ,. . mjm with order-generating relations 
S,(a) < a, i < j, at < aj; SNij(a) < a, a, + aj > 0; and Ni(a) < a, ai > 0. The 
maximal element is the n-tuple e. 
PROPOSITION 4D. Let Jc = {j,, j2 ,..., j,} with n > j, > j, > .a. > j, > 1. 
The Bruhat order D,(J’) is isomorphic to a poset of certain n-tuples as 
described below for various J’. The order-generating relations for all cases 
are Si,i(a) < a, i < j, a, < aj and SNii(a) < a, a, + aj > 0. 
J’ 
n - 1 & Jr, n 66 JC 
n - 1 @G J’, n E J’ 
n - 1 E J“, n 6? JC 
n - I E J“: n E J’ 
e Set of n-tuples 
on-jll.il-j2 . . . dj,, All signed permutations of e 
1 j, ..-- j2 . . . mL All signedpermutations of e 
with an even number of 
negative components 
(-1)ll.ki2 . . . mjon All signed permutations of e 
with an odd number of 
negative components 
011.kj3 . . . cm _ ly'"l All signedpermutations of e 
The maximal element in each case is the n-tuple e. 
Figure 1 shows D,(l, 3). The 3-tuples are parsed with commas. 
(Underlines denote negative numbers.) 
Note that the order-generating relations include all covering relations, but 
also include other relations as well. Furthermore, given two arbitrary 
elements of one of these Bruhat orders, it is not clear how these relations 
could be used to directly determine whether the two elements are 
comparable. Theorems SABCD will give a means to directly compare any 
two elements of one of these posets; Corollaries SABCD will specify which 
of these order-generating relations are covering relations. 
Proof of Proposition 4D. Choose i as follows and apply Proposition 3. 
(i) n- l&J”,n&J”: l=xjeJ’.dji, 
(ii) n -- 1 & J’, n E J’: A = A, + rje,,Cil: 
(iii) n - I E J’, n @ J’: /1 = A,-., + xjE.,,.A,i, 
(ii/) n - I E JC, n E J”: 1 = zjeJ,.i,j. 
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FIG. 1. D,(L 3). 
The n--tuple of coordinates of ,I with respect to the standard basis is e, and 
the orbit of I. under W is the set of all signed permutations of e. The 
difference of two weights is a multiple of a positive root if? the respective n-- 
tuples are related by Sj,i or SN,, i < j. The condition.s ai < al and 
a; + aj > 0, respectively, hold iff a-S,(a) and a - SNjj(a) are positive 
multiples of positive roots. 
The proofs of Propositions 4A and 4BC are similar, except that for type A 
one must verify that it is alright to avoid fractional and negative coordinates 
by using Ai=e,,M.i,, +en-it.2+ ..a + e, for 1 <i< 17 - 1: rather than the 
value originally given. 
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There is an alternate way to describe the Bruhat orders of types BC, and 
D, which will be needed in the next section. To each n-tuple (ai)ie,nl of 
integers associate a 2n-tuple (Ui)is * Lnl of non-negative integers according to 
j=i>O: aj = a, if ai > 0 
=o otherwise, 
j=-i (0: a,i = -a, if ai < 0 
= 0 otherwise 
Note that a, > 0 implies a-, = 0. The 6-tuples in Fig. 1 appear directly 
beneath the 3-tuples. The following two operations describe the possible 
effects of reflecting with respect o a positive root: 
(i) (Switch) Si,&a) = b, i< j, 
b, = aj ifk=i 
= a, if k=j 
= Uk otherwise, 
(ii) (Double Jump) DJij(a) = b, i < j, ai = aPj = 0, 
I b, = al ifk=i 
=aPi if k = -j 
=o ifk=-ior j 
= Uk otherwise. 
It is easy to find the appropriate sets of 2n-tuples to describe the posets 
BC,,(P) and D,(F). The following corollaries describe the translation of the 
generating relations into 2n-tuple notation. 
COROLLARIES 4BCD. If the elements of D,(J’) are portrayed with 2n- 
tuples as described above, then the relations S,(a) < a! i < j, i # -j, a-, = 0, 
ai<aj, and DJij(a)<a, i<j, i+--j, ai=aPj=O, a-i+a,i>O generate 
the desired partial order. Similarly, these relations together with S ...i,i(a) < a, 
i > 0, a, > 0 generate the orders BC,(J’) when their elements are portraJ?ed 
with 2n-tuples. 
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5. TABLEAU DESCRIPTION OF CLASSICAL ORDERS 
This section and the next section employ entirely combinatoriai 
techniques. The classical Bruhat orders are described with tableaux of 
integers. At the end of this section, these descriptions are used to help specify 
which of the order-generating relations of Proposition 4 are actuaiiy covering 
relations. 
Given Jc = {j, > j, > . . . > j,}, a tableau of shape J’ is an array of non- 
zero integers of the form (Tp,d),GpGm,,GdGjp. A standard tableau is one in 
which the entries in any row are strictly increasing and the entries in any 
coiumn are non-increasing. The symbol T, wiil denote either the set 
iTp.dl:<d<j or the row vector (T~.d)l~rl~.ip. An extreme tableau is a tabiea!.l 
such that fF+ I ~2 Tp for 1 < p < m. Given any set of tableau of the same 
shape Jr, one can define a partial order on them by entrywise comparison: 
namely, U < V iff U,I,d < Vp,d for 1 < p < m, 1 < d < j,V. This order will aiso 
be used to compare respective rows of two tableau. 
DEFINITION. Define a map &(&,J from the set of rz-tuples (2n-tuples) of 
non-negative integers to the set of extreme standard tableau by 
T(c) = T, where for p > I, 
Tp = {i E [n]: ai > p} ((iE f !n]:a,>p)), 
with Tpql < Tp,? < ..a . 
Notation. Fix U = <(a), V = r(b), T = T(c) throughout his section. 
THEOREM 5A. Let J’ = {j,, j, ,..., j,) with n - I 2 j, > j, > .*. > j, > 1. 
Let P be the poset of all extreme standard tableau of shape J’ with entries 
from In], with partial order deftned by entrywise comparison. Then P is 
isomorphic to the Bruhat poset A,... ,(J’). 
THEOKEM 5BC. Let JC = (j,, j, ,..., j,} with n > j, > j2 > ..a > j,, 2 1. 
Let P be the poset of all extreme standard tableau of shape J’ with entries 
from + ]n ] such that both i and -i never occur in the same tableau, with 
partial order defined by entrywise comparison. Then P is isomorphic to the 
Bruhat poset BC,(F). 
DEFINITIONS. A segment of a row vector Tn is a row vector T,]fi g] .= 
(Tp,p T,,,,+ 1 T.-.y T,,g) for some f and g such that 1 <f < g <j,, . Segments 
which occupy the same positions in two tableaux of the same shape, e.g.; 
U# g] and V!f, g], are said to be analogous segments. Two such analogous 
segments are said to be D-incompatible if {] U,O,,/: f < d < g] = 
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(1 r/,,,(:f<d< g} = (1, 2 ,..., g-f+ 1) and one of i{U,.,,: U,,,, < 0: 
f <d,< gll: I&,,: Vp,c, < 0v.f < d< gll is an odd number while the other 
one is an even number. Two tableaux are said to be D-compatible if they 
have no analogous D-incompatible segments. The D-compatible entrywise 
comparison partial order on a set of tableau of the same shape is the usual 
entrywise comparison partial order together with the additional stipulation 
that any two tableaux must be D-compatible in order to be comparable. 
THEOREM 5D. Let Jc= (jl,j2,...,jm} with n>jl > j, > ... > j,> 1. 
Define J” by 
ji = j2 n- 1, nEJ’ 
=jl+l n- 1 EJ:n@J’ 
= Jl otherwise, 
A<ism=jiA1 n- 1, nEJe 
= ji otherwise. 
Let P be the poset of all extreme standard tableau of shape J”: with entries 
such that both i and -i neL;er occur‘ in the same tableau, with partial order 
defined by D-compatible entrywise comparison. Then P is isomorphic to the 
Bruhat poset D,(JC). 
The isomorphism for Theorem 5A is the map <,; the isomorphism for 
Theorems 5BCD is the map &,,. These maps are clearly bijective. The 
tableaux for D,(l, 3) (of shape (3, 1)) appear to the left of the points in 
Fig. 1. The proof of Theorem 5A is contained in the proof of Theorem 5B, 
since A,- l(J’) can be identified in an obvious manner with an interval of 
BC,(J’). All ordered tuples in the proofs of Theorems 5BCD will be 2n- 
tuples. 
Proof of Theorem 5BC. Suppose that b < a in BC,(JC) by one of the 
generating relations of Corollary 4BC. It is straightforward to show that V is 
less than U by componentwise comparison. Conversely, assume that V < U 
in P. We shall construct c such that c < a and V< T < U. Applying 
induction on the sum of the differences of the respective tableau entries will 
complete the proof. 
Set ii(a) = I( j: j< i, aj = ai}l. Let x = maxia,: ah # b,, -n < h < n). 
Note: Expressions such as j < h < i refer only to non-zero h. Let 
i = min(h: a,, =x, (a,, # bh) or (ah = b, and I,(a) # f,,(b)), -n < h < n]. In 
the following arguments, we can assume x = m and ii(a) = 1. (If not, the 
locations rth such that ah > x’ and l,(a) = f,(b) can be ignored using the 
reduction Vy < U,, iff VP U (h } < U,, U (h }.) 
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Let j be such that bj = x and Zj(b) = Z,(a). Let y = maxja,: j < h < i). If 
~y>O,letk-max{h:a,=y,j,<h<i).Ify=O,letz:=min{a~,:j~~<~iJ~ 
and let 
k=-1 if i- 1 
=max!h:a-,=z,j<k <i} otherwise. 
(i) y > 0; or y= 0, if I, z = 0; or y = 0, i= 1. Set c = S,,(a). 
Clearlyc(aandT<U.Fixpwithy<p~m.ThenT,=~T/,-(i)V;‘k~. 
The choice of k implies h 65 U,,, j < h < i. Hence if bh,d .= i, then TP,d = k. 
Thus T is obtained from U by replacing i with k, with no shifting of other 
entries. The various choices made also imply V,,,;- , < j. Hence VPad. I < /” 
But j E V,,. Thus Vp,d < j < k = Tp.d. We conclude that V < T < 1% 
(ii) y = 0, i # 1, z > 0. This can only occur when j < k < i < 0 or 
0 < j < k < i. Set c = DJki(a). Note that a, > 0 and k f -i. Therefore c ( a. 
Forz(p<x, T, = Up - (i) U (k/. 
ForO<p<z: T,, = Up - ii] c (k/ - i-k} CI {-i). 
Now oh = 0 for j < h < i, so the replacement of i with k works as in (i). and 
the corresponding entry in Y is less than k. Suppose 0 < j < k < i; the case 
j < k < i < 0 is similar. The first p rows of U contain 4 + i, -4 + 2,...; -.j. 
Since ,j E V, at worst the corresponding elements in VI? for 0 < ,p < z are -it 
-i t- I,..., -j - 1. Thus T,, > V,, for 0 < p < z: after Tp has been obtained 
from UP by removing ---k and inserting --i. Again we conclude V < T < U. 
Proof of Theorem 5D. As in case BC, b < a in D,,(P) by one of the 
generating relations of Corollary 4D implies that U is entrywise less than V, 
We verify that U,, and V, are D-compatible in one such situation. Let. 
b=DJi,i(a)withi<O<j,-i<j,a,~a..,j=O,O<*:.i<ai,Fixpsuchtbat 
0 < p < u..;. Suppose there is a segment of length i in Y? which is D- 
incompatible with the analogous segments of UP. This implies both of these 
segments must contain one each of + 1, i2,..., ft. If -4 or j arc in U,, , they 
are repjaccd by -;j and i, respectively, when passing to V!,. (Some shifting of 
entries may occur.) This forces t > j. But then this segment of V,7 has cxactiy 
two more negative entries than the analogous segment of fj,. Therefore VP 
and Q are in fact D-compatible. The other cases are easier. Hence b < a 
implies V < I/’ in P. 
Conversely, suppose that U and V are D-compatible and that Y < U by 
emrywise comparison. Define I,(a), X, i, j7 y: z, and k a.s in the proof of 
Theorem 5BC. Proceed as before. unless 
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(i) y=O,i=l.Letk=max(h:a-,=z,j<h<i}.Setc=DJ,i(a). 
(ii) j= -1, k= 1. Redefine y= max(a,: 2 <h < i). If y > 0, proceed 
as before. Otherwise, redefine 
z = min{a-,: - l<h<i,h#l] 
and 
k=max{h:-1 <h <i: hf 1, aph=z}. 
In both cases, the proofs that T is entrywise greater than or equal to V are 
similar to those used for Theorem 5BC. 
We verify that the tableaux T and I/ are D-compatible for one case. 
Suppose 0 < j < k < i, y = 0, and z > 0. Then c = DJki(a). The reduction of 
the proof of Theorem 5BC which assumes x = m and Zi(a) = 1 is still valid. 
To obtain T from U, the entry i > 0 is replaced by k > 0 in a fixed position 
in each row, and the entries -(i - l), -(i - 2),..., -k are replaced by -i, 
-(i - l),..,, -(k + I): respectively, in each of the first apk -rows. Fix p, and 
suppose that T,l..L g] and V,lL sl are D-incompatible. Set I = g -f + 1. If 
1 < j or t > i, it is clear that U,]S, g] and T,[f, g] have the same number of 
negative entries. Since U and V are D-compatible by assumption, no D- 
compatibilities will arise between T,, and V,, for these values of t. Thus 
j < t < i, implying kj occurs in any D-incompatible segment. Let TI,,,.d = k, 
V,,,, = j. By the proof of Theorem 5BC, d < e. By the choice of k, -j E T,. 
Let r,,,C = -j. Then c < d. Now f < c and e < g, implying d E if; 81. But 
Tp,d = k. Thus each segment must contain one each of fl, f2,..., fk, and 
k > j. By the choice of k, the entries -i, -(i - 1) ,..., -k^: .. . . -j occur in T,. 
Therefore no h such that k < h < i occur in T,,, implying g = d. (Recall that 
t < i.) We conclude that any D-incompatible segment must be of the form 
T,,[f, d] = (-h, -h + I,..., -k^ ,..., -j,T,[f+h-j,d-l/,k),wherek<h<i 
and (IT,,,I:f+h-j<c<d-1}=(1,2,...,j-I}. Recall l’,,,=j and 
e > d. But +j must appear in V,,[f, d], since j ( h. This forces Vp,d = j. 
We must have V,,C < T,,, for f< c <f + h -j - 1 and .- 1 is not 
available. Thus V,,[Af+h-j- I]=(-h,-h+ l,....-j- 1). Now 
T,lf+h-j,d-l]=U,,[f+h-j,d-11: and both U, and V,] have one 
each of +l, *2,..., k(j-- 1) in this segment. The D-compatibility of U and V 
therefore implies the D-compatibility of T,, and VP along the segment 
lJ+h-j,d- 11. Th e remaining entries in the segments T,[f, dl and 
V,[A d] have identical signs. Hence these larger segments are actually D- 
compatible. Thus no D-incompatible segments exist between T and V. The 
other cases are easier. Therefore V < T < U in P: and the proof is complete. 
For the statements of the next results, we revert to n-tuple notation for 
cases BC, and D,. However, retain the correspondence between a and U, b 
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and V, and c and I; via the map &, composed with the equivalence of !I- 
tuples and 2n-mples. 
COROLLARIES SABCD. The order-generating relations SJa) < a. 
a, < aj, oJf Propositions 4ABCD are cocering relarions ifs i < k < j implies 
either a, < a, or ak > aj. The generating relations SN,j(a) < a: a, f a,! > 0, qf 
Propositions 4BCD are covering relations $f i < k < j implies ak < -ai or 
ak > aj, k < i implies iakl < -min(a,, aj) or jakl > max(a;, al), and (for case 
BC, not case D) aiaj < 0. The relations Ni(a) < a, a, > 0, of Proposition 4BC 
are couers ijf k < i implies i akl > ai. 
ProoJ: .411 of the “only if” parts can be easily proved by finding coun- 
terexamples to weakenings of the conditions. In the case of type BC posets. 
let us prove that b = SNi,i(a) < a, ai + aj > 0 is a covering relation for the 
case ui < 0, ~1,~ > 0. This implies aj > -a,. Let K = jk: a,, > aj. i < k < ;’ J I L 
jk: ak > aI: k < ii U {-k: ak < -aj, k < i} = jkl < k2 < ... < k,]. To obtain 
the tableau V from the tableau Li, replace entries k, , k,...,, k,.. j with -i. 
k, ; k, )...) k, in rows -ai + 1 to a,!. Fix p such that --cli < p < a,! and iet 
I’,,‘, = --i, iJp.f= j. S;uppose there is an extreme standard tableau S such that 
V ( S < U by entrywise comparison. Let H = {S,,,: e < g <jr!. C!t:ariy 
II c 1,--i, -4 t I,..., ji. If k E K, then k E 17, for some q > a. But Vq = C:,j 
forces S, = U,. Thus k E S, c S,, since S is extreme. Then k E N, because 
s,,. f / 1 = $f,. , > .L Hence H= K U {A); with -i < h .<j. I*u’ore t&x: 
07 (Ji = V -(li forces I/ “i = S +: and -i < U_ (,!,l < j implies U I,i,l E 
KU (-i, ji. But h E S _ ai since S is extreme. Therefore k := --i or h -j= 
implying T-= V or S = U. Proofs of the other cases are similar in spirit. 
6. CLASSICAL BRUHAT ORDERS ARE 
LEXICOGRAPHICALLY SHELLAB‘LE 
In 19 1, Edelman showed that the Bruhat partial order A,-,(ln - i i) is 
lexicographically shellable. We extend this result in two ways: to the other 
two classical Bruhat orders BC,([n]) and D,([nj), and also to the coset. 
space Bruhat orders A,(Y), BC,(J’), and D,,(P). where Ji’ g jn j. 
Applications are discussed in the latter part of this section. 
Given a poset P, let C(P) denote the set of its covering reiations, i.e., 
C(P) = ((x, ~7): x covers vi. Let R be any partially ordered set. 
DBFINLTION. A poset P is said to be lexicographically shellable if there 
exists a map w: C(P) -+ ~2 such that: 
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(i) For every pair x > y in P there exists a unique unrelineable chain 
x=zo >z, > *** >z,=ywithw(z,-,,z,)>o(z,,~~+,)for l<t<r. 
(ii) If x covers w and w > y, then w(x, zi) > w(x, w), where z is 
defined by (i). 
Given any poset P, the order complex of P is defined to be the simplicial 
complex whose vertices are the elements of P and whose faces are the chains 
in P. Bjiirner has shown [31 that if a poset is lexicographically shellable, then 
the order complex of the poset is a “shellable” simplicial complex. Roughly 
speaking, a simplicial complex is “shellable” if it can be assembled from its 
maximal faces in a certain nice sequential fashion. Stanley [ 181 and 
Reisner ( 17 ] have shown that if the order complex of a poset is shellable, 
then a certain commutative ring associated to the poset, the “Stanley- 
Reisner ring,” has the Cohen-Macaulay property. 
THEOREM 6. All classical Bruhat orders are lexicographically shellable. 
ProoJ: Orders of types BC and D will described with 2n-tuples indexed 
by f [nl. Orders of type A will not be treated separately because A,, _ I(J’) is 
an interval of BC,(J”). 
Let 52 be the lexicographic total order on Z x Z x Z x Z. For example, 
(2,3, 7, 1) > (2, 3,6,9). Note that the word “lexicographic” is being used in 
two entirely different contexts. Given any 2n-tuple (ai)iE + ,,Il, define 
ri(a) = 1 (j: j > i, aj = ai}/. 
(Recall the similar definition of ii(a) in Section 5.) Define a labeling w of the 
cover relations of the classical orders, i.e., 
u: C(X,(JC)) + a. 
If a covers b, set Lo(a, b) equal to 
(a,j, rj(a>, 4, ii(a)> if b = SJa), 
(aj, rj(a), -a-i, rAa)> ifb=DJjj(a),ai=a-j=O,aj>a_i, 
(aj, rj(a), -a.. iv ci(a)) ifb=DJij(a),ai=a-j=O,aj=a..i,nj<-i, 
(a.- i, r-f(a), -aj, r.i(a>l if b = DJi,i(a), a, = a -j = 0, a,i < a-, , 
where i < j. These labels are shown in Fig. 1 for D3( 1,3); minus signs are 
denoted with underscores for typographical convenience. 
Given a > b in a classical Bruhat order, the proofs of Theorems SABCD 
recursively construct a particular chain of elements a = c0 > c1 > e.. > c, = b 
from a to b. Three facts about this chain become apparent upon 
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consideration of the particular choices that were made during its 
construction. First, it is easy in each case to use Corollary 5 to verify that 
each of the relations c, > clil is a covering relation. Nex?, one can easily 
confirm that the choice of two consecutive elements is always such that 
w(c, _. , , cr) > w(c,: c~+ ,). The third consequence of the construction is that if 
a covers d and d > b, then w(a, c,) > o(a, d). To see this, note that the 
tableaux for a and b imply that the first two entries of the label quadruples 
are as large as possible with the choice of c, = c. The tableaux also impiy 
that the locations searched in the process of defining ~7, z, and k are the only 
iocations to which the entry x at location i can be moved such that the 
resulting Zn-tuple is greater than b. In particular, for orders of type D. the 
requirement of D-compatibility of the tableaux for d and b justifies the 
prohibition of k = 1 when .j = --I. With these restrictions in mind, it is clear 
that the choice c, = c produces the largest possible third and fourth entries in 
the label quadruple for particular a and b. 
To complete the proof, we must show that no other chain from a to b has 
non-increasing covering relation labels. Let a = d, > d, > . . a > d, = b be 
some other chain from a to b. As above, the tableaux indicate that the entry 
x at i is the largest entry (in terms of the first two label entries) which can be 
moved in any of the 2n-tuples between a and b. Since it must be moved 
sometime, and since we want the labels never to increase, the entry x at i 
must be moved first. The tableaux again restrict the locations to which this 
entry can be moved. At this point, various cases for each type of order must 
be considered in order to rule out any other “first moves” beside cr = c. To 
treat these cases for orders of types BC and D, it is helpful to occasionaiiy 
return to n-.tuple notation and use Corollary 5. Each of these situations 
essentially follows the same pattern: Moving the entry x at i to location 
h < k with either a “switch” or “double jump” is either impossible or not a 
covering relation. And if the entry x at i is moved to a location h > k to 
produce a 2n-tuple greater than b, one can show that eventually this entry x 
must “hop” over location k, which again is not a cover, or move to location 
ir. It is easy to show that this eventual forced move to location k produces an 
increase in the labels of the covering relations of the aiternative chain. The 
proof is complete once ail of the apparent alternatives in each case have been 
ciiminated. 
We now make note of two small corollaries. Verma has found 12Oj the 
following expression for the Mobius function of a Rruhat order defined on 
any Coxeter group: ~(24, 2;) = (-1) ‘(‘)-l”‘). A theorem of Stanley and Bjorner 
j 3, Theorem 2.5 1 for arbitrary posets provides a more concrete way to obtain 
this result for the classical Weyl groups by using the iabelling of the covering 
relations specified above. A particular case of their theorem states that if a 
iabelling of the covers satisfies the requirements for lexicographic 
shellability, then (-l)r(.Y)-r(Y)~(x, 4’) is the number of chains from x to JJ 
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which have strictly increasing labels, where x > y and Y(X) - r(j)) is the 
length of any unrefineable chain from x to y. With our labelling, it is easy to 
verify that there is always exactly one such chain for any pair of comparable 
elements in a classical Weyl group. With a little more work, one could 
probably also use the same methods to obtain (for the classical cases) a 
more concrete derivation of Deodhar’s expression [6] for the Mobius 
function of the Bruhat orders defined on the coset spaces WJ. 
Stanley and Edelman have noted that Theorem 6 can be combined with 
the corollary just described to produce triangulations of spheres. The 
particular form of the Mobius function for the Bruhat order X,([n]) on a 
classical Weyl group combined with the lexicographic shellability of X,( [n]) 
implies the following: If one deletes the minimal and maximal elements from 
X,,(]n]) and forms the order complex of the resulting poset: then the 
simplicial complex so obtained is a triangulation of a sphere. The interested 
reader should consult Edelman’s proof 191 for the case A,,([nl). (This proof 
applies immediately to BC,([n]) and D,(]n]).) In addition, Stanley has 
pointed out (in a personal communication) that Deodhar’s computation of 
the Mobius function for the Bruhat orders on the coset spaces WJ can be 
combined with Theorem 6 to produce triangulations of balls by the same 
procedure. In summary, this procedure of forming the order complex after 
deleting the minimal and maximal elements from a classical Bruhat order WJ 
yields a triangulation of a sphere when J = 0 and a triangulation of a ball 
when J# 0. DeConcini has conjectured (in a personal communication) that 
this procedure always yields triangulations of spheres or balls when it is 
applied to any interval of a Bruhat order defined on a Coxeter group or an 
appropriate coset space of a Coxeter group. 
There is a more substantive application of the main result of this section, 
due to DeConcini and Laksmibai 151. They show that certain embeddings of 
certain projective varieties arising in algebraic geometry are arithmetically 
Cohen-Macaulay and arithmetically normal. Let G be a simply connected 
classical semisimple algebraic group over an algebraically closed field, and 
let Ti be the jth maximal parabolic subgroup of G. Then G/Pj is a projective 
variety. Let R, denote the homogeneous coordinate ring (for the usual 
embedding of G/Pj) of a Schubert subvariety S(r) of G/Pj. The main result 
of DeConcini and Laksmibai is: 
THEOREM. The ring R, is Cohen-Macaulay and normal. 
For certain choices of ‘G and Ti, there is a straightforward proof of this 
result utilizing the theory of algebras with straightening laws 11: 71. For 
example, if G is of type A,,-. , and cj is the jth maximal parabolic subgroup 
of G: then one can use the work of Rota and co-workers [ 8] (or other 
authors) to show that the ring R, is a ring with straightening law over a prin- 
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cipal ideal of the poset A,, _,(j), which is in fact a distributive lattice. A 
consequence of the theory of algebras with straightening laws is that .K, is 
Cohen--Macaulay if the Stanley-Reisner ring of this principal ideal is 
Cohen-Macaulay. But the Cohen-Macaulayness of this ring follows from 
the shellability of the order complex of the principal ideal, which can in turn 
be deduced from Provan’s theorem I16 1 that the order complex of a 
dist.ributive lattice is shellable. 
The more general work of DeConcini and Lakshmibai follows the same 
pattern. ‘Two difftculties arise. First, the connection between the Bruhat poset 
X,(j) and the ring .R, for a Schubert variety in G/qi: where G is of any 
classical type X,: is not in general as straightforward as when G is of t:~ne 
A I? ..! . DeConcini and Laksmibai introduce an intermediate object. called a 
doset, which is a subset of X,,(j) x X,(,i). They then define the concept of an 
algebra w-ith straightening law over a doset and show that any ring related 
by this mechanism to a doset defined on a poset is Cohen-Macaulay if the 
Stanley-Reisner ring of the poset is Cohen-Macaulay. Work of Seshadri and 
co-workers [ 13 1 is used to confirm that the ring RT is an algebra with 
straightening law over a doset defined on a principal order ideal of the: 
Bruhat X,(J). Hence the problem is reduced to the question of whether the 
order complexes of principal order ideals in the posets X,,(J) are shellable. 
The second aspect of difficulty for the more generai case now a.rises because 
the posets X,,(j) are not distributive lattices in general. However, B.jorncr’s 
proposition that the lexicographic shellability of the poset impiies the 
sheliability of the order complex can be combined with the main result ci 
this section to complete the proof. 
In a personal communication, DeConcini has indicated that the methods 
of [ 13 I can also be applied to the Schubert varieties of the flag manifolds 
G/P which correspond to the Bruhat posets of the form A, :(j!. j:), usi:~g 
the lexicographic shellability of these posets. Furthermore. DeConcini an.d 
Laksmibai point out in their paper that their meth.ods would also a.pply to 
the Schubert varieties of G/Pj, with G an exceptional semisimple a!gebraic 
group and ci a classical maximai parabolic subgroup. if the corresponding 
Bruhat posets could be shown to be lexicographicaily shellable. There are !L? 
such Bruhat posets: wfith sizes ranging from 6 (G,(l)) to 21GQ (E8(X)) i 13. 
p. 2891. 
7. RELATIONSHIP WITH THE ORIGINAL DEFINITION 
OF BRUHAT ORDER 
In this section we prove a conjecture of Lusztig’s (Proposition 7.1) 
concerning the Bruhat order on the symmetric group and arrays of 
dimensions of intersections of pairs of flags of subspaces in speciEed relative 
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positions. As a consequence, we obtain a more direct description of the 
Bruhat orders of type A in their original contexts. 
DEFINITION. Let 8” be an n-dimensional vector space. A maximalflag of 
subspaces {Y<J in ‘Y is a strictly increasing sequence of subspaces 
()c~V’c~<c . . . c’pi=w’in w: 
Notation. Throughout this section W will denote the nth symmetric 
group, i.e., the Weyl group of type A,,-l. Its elements shall be denoted with 
the small Greek letters B, t. 
DEFINITION. A maximal flag {q} is said to be in relative position (T with 
respect to a. fixed maximal flag (Z<‘) iff “%Jn % “.., uj . . . . cZVVn ;“Ab ,cij for 
1 <i<n. 
It is a fact that any two flags are in exactly one relative position (T with 
respect to each other. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let (ZVd] be a Jxed maximal flag in % 1 Let {q} and 
(W,:} be in relative positions a and z with respect o (‘q}. Then r < CJ in the 
Bruhat order on W $j” dim(Fi n 2%J < dim(q n q for 1 < i, j < n. 
We defer the proof of Proposition 7.1. 
Consult ]I l] as a reference for the following material. Let G = SL(n, C) 
act on an n-dimensional complex vector space ‘V:‘: Fix a maximal torus T 
and a Bore1 subgroup containing T. Let {YeI be the maximal flag stabilized 
by B. The points of the manifold G/B correspond to maximal flags in ,%‘1 
Let N,;(T) be the normalizer of Tin G. Then .N,(T)/T= W. the Weyl group 
of G, which is the nth symmetric group. Let W’ be a set of representatives of 
N,(T)/T in G. The Bruhat decomposition of the flag manifold is described 
with these representatives: G/B = u,,,, BOB/B. The Bruhat order on W was 
originallv defined by inclusion (reverse inclusion for this paper) of the 
subsets %@ (bar denotes topological closure) of the flag manifold. Hence 
the following proposition uses Theorem 5A to obtain a more direct 
description of the Bruhat order of type A,- I in its original context. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let G = SL(n, C) act on 2%“’ and let G/B be the 
man@ld of maximal jlags in V/1 Denote the jlag stabilized by B with {,q.‘). 
Let uy t E W’ as above. If (&} E BOB/B and {T} E BtB/B are twoflags in 
two Bruhat cells, then BzB/B I> BOB/B lr dim(r/; n Z$) < dim(q f? 74) jbr 
1 <i, j<n. 
ProoJ It can be shown that (&} E BuB/B iff (q 1 is in relative position 
rs with respect to {Y4’). The proposition then follows from the original 
definition of Bruhat order and Proposition 7.1. 
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The following definition of relative position is equivalent to the one given 
above. 
DEFINITION. A maximal flag 1% 1 is said to be in relative position G with 
respect to a tixcd maxima1 flag W?‘) iff there exists a basis (feL;;l of :%’ such 
ihat ‘e’=: 1 1-0, ) t&i) . . . . +I and ?<= (u,(,), UO(z) .. . . . u;~~~,]. 
ProoJ’ oJf Proposition 7.1. Pick a basis { wi) for %” such that the flags 
{%I’) and {%I can be described as above. Then dim(%<;.WJ = 
/ {,o(k): k < i, o(k) < j}i. A similar expression computes dim@’ ; f? ‘Z’J in 
terms of z. Apply Proposition 7.3. 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let o, T be permutations on { 1, 2,...: I?}. Then r < c in 
the Bruhat order on the nth symmetric group iff !(r(k): k < i. z(k) < .j\i < 
/{o(k): k < i: a(k) < j}l for 1 < i, j < n. 
Proof: Modify Theorem 5A to handle permutations of (l, 2,..., ni rather 
than (0, l,..., n - 11. The resulting tableaux have n rather than n - 1 rows, 
Let. the tableau U correspond to o, i.e., U,, = (i: a(i) > pi. Set 
HZ,,~ = 1(0(k): k < i, u(k) <j}(, m,,,j = mi,o = m,,, = 0. Define V and u,.,~ 
similarly with respect to r. Note that U, = {i: lni,p-! = m,.. :.p- li, and 
similarly for V,. The numbers mi,p-l progress from 0 to p - 1 as i runs 
from 0 to n. There are n - p + 1 locations i such that mi.p...J = m.. i,7- 1I 
Since U, and V,, are increasing row vectors: it is easy to see that VP < U,, by 
entrywise comparison iff ni,p. , < mi,p-, for 0 < i < n. Apply Theorem 5A :o 
finish the proof. 
Choose m integers J’ = {j, )...: j,} such that n -- 1 >jJ: > ‘.a >.j, > ;. A 
flag of type Jc in an n-dimensional vector space W is a strictly increasing 
sequence of subspaces 0 c Z?‘r c ?Xz c . . . c ;“/, = W” such that 
dim 24 : j,,, _ k- $ , for 1 < k < m. Fix one such flag and let P c G denote its 
stabilizer. If one gives a definition of relative position between a flag of type 
Jc and a fixed maxima1 flag using elements of WJ, then there are appropriate 
WJ analogs of the results of this section. The objects involved are: flags of 
type J’, relative positions from W’, manifold G/P of flags of type J’:’ with 
Bruhat cells HoP/P, and multi-permutations (shuffles). Perhaps these results 
can also be extended in some fashion to Bruhat orders of types B: C. and Dt 
if the appropriate definitions of flags are used. 
8. RELATIONSHIP WITH YOLXG'S TABLEAUX 
Alfred Young utilized standard tableaux with entries from (I, 2,.... nj in 
his construction of finite dimensional irreducibie representations of eI(il. C j 
14, Theorem 5.3 1. The extreme standard tableaux used in Section 5 to 
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describe the Bruhat orders of type A are a subset of the tableaux employed 
by Young. Since it was shown in Section 3 that Bruhat orders arise in the 
context of representations, one might ask whether the tableaux used in this 
paper can be identified in a natural manner with a subset of the tableaux 
used by Young. Proposition 8 gives an affirmative answer to this question. 
Refer to Section 3 and ]lO] for representation otation and definitions. Let 
us briefly describe Young% construction of a finite dimensional irreducible 
representation p of sI(n, C) with highest weight ,J = 2::; m,A,. Set 
N=m,+m,+ . . . + m,- I . Let r be the natural representation of sI(n, [C) on 
A’“, and let zy= 0” G”. \rl Young explicitly constructed a certain projection P 
on %‘1 Set ?“ = P(V). He then showed that the desired representation p is 
the map from eI(n, C) to gI(7-, C) given by p(x)@ = P( 10” n](x)r.+) = 
[ 0” 7 1 (x)(P/fi), w h ere ti E %‘; V= Pu;E ‘F’, x E sI(n, C). Let wr denote 
the element e,, @ et2 @ . .. @ elzV of the usual basis for ZK where T is a 
tableau with m,- , rows of length n - 1, rnMp2 rows of length n - 2,...? and 
whose entries are t, ) t2,..., tTv when the tableaux is read like a page of English 
text. Whenever T is a standard tableau, let + = p(wr). Young proved that 
the set of the vectors +. forms a basis for the representation p of sI(n, NC) on 
p’ 
Given a basis vector +., let qi = I([,.: t, = i}l, 1 < i < n. Then ZJ~ is a 
weight vector for p with weight Cy:; (q,i - qj,. r) J,i. Since the weight of ZL~ 
can be computed in terms of T, and since each WA weight space has 
dimension 1, Young’s techniques assign to each weight WA exactly one 
standard tableau. 
Any rows of the same length in an extreme standard tableau must have 
identical entries. If an extreme standard tableau has more than one row of a 
given length, then we shall call the second, third,... rows of that length 
repeated YOWS. Essentially no information is lost if these rows are deleted 
from the tableau. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let p be the j?nite dimensional irreducible represen- 
tation of sl(n, C) with highest weight A= Cy:-; mjAj and set J’ = {j: mj > 0). 
Let w E W, the Weyl group of type A,-, . Then the standard tableau T,,,l 
assigned by7 Young to the weight w?. is an extreme tableau. Furthermore, if 
any repeated rows in T,,I are deleted, then the resulting tableau is equal to 
the tableau T,, assigned to the coset of w in WJ by the constructions of 
Proposition 4A and Theorem 5A. 
Proo$ Consult [ 151. 
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explaining their algebraic geometric application. The author is also indebted 
to G. Lusztig for suggesting the conjecture which led to the work il: 
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independent!y obtained the tableau descriptions for orders of type D and 
shown the lexicographic shellability of BC,( [n]). It should aiso be noted that 
tableau descriptions of orders of type A can be obtained by combining 
Lemma 3.6 of j6] with Proposition 2.1 of [22j. Finally, R. Steinberg 
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7.1. 
Just as this paper was being readied for submitta!, A. BjBrner and M. 
Wachs proved a theorem closely related to our lexicographic shellability 
result, but which is much more general in scope [ 21 j. By considering a 
property siightly weaker than lexicographic shellability, they have been able 
to show that the order complex of any interval of any Bruhat order on any 
Coxeter group is shellable. This implies that DeConcini’s conjecture on order 
complexes mentioned in Section 6 is correct. Also, DeConcini’s and 
Lakshmibai’s methods can now be applied to the classical exceptional flag 
manifolds mentioned in Section 6 to show that for the ample embeddings 
t,heir Schubert varieties are arithmetically Cohen-Macauiay and 
arithmetically normal. 
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